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CCU-S: Load limiter for platform device

1 - General description

The CCU-S is an integrated control unit, which has the function of different devices necessary to control an aerial 
platform installed on a vehicle. A circuit board with twin microprocessor inside the control board, allows to realise the 
advanced control of the machine, offering the following functions in a unique device:

- DUMP VALVE INTERFACE
- WORKING AREA LIMITATION
- LOAD LIMITER
- OUTRIGGERS CONTROL
- ROTATION CONTROL

2 - Main features

-Check of the machine outriggers  by redounded micro switches.
 -Check of the platform column rotation through reading of a CAN encoder.
-Double differential pressure reading of the jack on the main boom.
-Double reading of the angle of inclination of the main boom.
-Moment block with intervention limit that is set dynamically depending on the angle of rotation of the column and the 
status of the outriggers.
-Advanced diagnostics system for displaying machine status.
 -Automotive 56 pole FCI connector, protection rating IP 68.
-Safety outputs in category 3 (EN 13849) for: dump valve driving; main boom extension and down movement valve 
driving; rotation block and slowing output.
-Communication via CAN BUS (CAN 2.0B).
-Libraries for interfacing with CanOpen Safety encoder (DS-304).
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3 - Dump valve interface
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Dump valve is an oil discharge valve (NO type),  by which all machine movement can be locked.
Dump valve interface is an integrated module. It drives the main "DUMP VALVE": a dedicated power output supplies 
the dump valve when the safety conditions, for machine operation, are present. When the control unit detects a lack of 
safety condition, the dump valve is unpowered.
Two safety relays in series to the emergency button circuit guarantee the safety level of the dump valve interface.
Each safety relays is driven and checked by his own dedicated microprocessor.

 3.1 - CONTROLS 
The CCU working mode is configurable in order to fulfill particular plant features.

3.1.1 - DV (input)
The voltage applied at the DV input is that which powers the DUMP VALVE, but only when the two safety relays are 
closed.

3.1.2 - DV ENABLE (input)
Like the other power outputs, the DUMP VALVE output is excited only when the consent coming from the joystick or 
radio remote control is active.

3.1.3 - Load limiter control
When one of the two processors warns that the differential pressure of the main jack has exceeded the extra-load 
threshold (programmable work parameter positioned at 120% of the maximum load), the safety relay is opened, 
controlled by the processor, and consequently the current to the dump valve is interrupted.
The machine remains blocked until a pressure condition below  the intervention threshold is restored (manually).

3.1.4 - Spool Sensor (Optional)
A constantly-monitored pressure sensor can be present in the distributor spool. It controls extension output and boom 
descent. when the control unit identifies an anomaly in the sensor status and therefore in the distributor section, the 
safety relay that supply DUMP VALVE will be opened.
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4 - Work area limitation

The working area limitation module inhibits the boom rotation when it goes out the allowed working sectors. 
The limitation module of the work area prevents the rotation of the column when this passes beyond the work sector 
allowed. The control unit blocks the rotation only in the dangerous direction, instead allowing to return within the safe 
work area.
The work sector can be defined using a CANOpen safety encoder positioned on the auger screw, which turns together 
with the column.
NN complete rotations of the auger screw and therefore of the encoder correspond to every complete rotation of the 
column. NN is a programmable parameter.
The four work areas are highlighted in the image below. These are the rear area (S1); left area (S2); area over cab (S3) 
and right area (S4).
The dimensions of the 4 work areas can be modified by operating on the control unit configuration parameters.
The zero position corresponds to the longitudinal axis of the lorry and is situated in the rear area. The zero angle of 
rotation corresponds with the recovered boom condition.
The angle of rotation increases by turning the column clockwise.
This module checks the status of the outriggers extension in order to determine which work sector is safe. If a work 
sector is defined safe, the main column slewing is enabled into that sector. Otherwise column slewing will be blocked 
before entering the unsafe sector.
CW rotation output and CCW rotation output are desighed to control directly two independent oil discarge valves (NO). 
In this way the control unit can block only the column slewing towards dangerous direction.
When the main column slewing is allowed, both the mentioned outputs are powered. 
When CCW rotation has to be locked, the CCW output will be un-powered. That valve will discharge the oil coming form 
the CCW section of the hydraulic distributor.
When CW rotation has to be locked, the CW output will be un-powered. That valve will discharge the oil coming form the 
CW section of the hydraulic distributor.
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5 - Load limiter

5.1 - Working threshold

The load limiter intervention depends on the angle of inclination 
of the platform's main boom.
The moment block is programmed by points, fixing the limit 
values in correspondence with determined angles of elevation. 
All of the intermediate intervention conditions are calculated from 
the micro processor by interpolating the assigned points.
The limiter is programmed with two independent work curves. 
The operational curve is determined depending on the angle of 
rotation of the platform main column.
The turn angle is divided into 4 sectors: rear sector, over cab, 
right side and left side.
For each sector, the present work curves in it depends on the 
outrigger extensions configuration.

The platform work load is read via 4 pressure sensors (4-20mA) 
positioned in the main boom jack. Two are positioned on the 
bottom plate and two on the rod side. The first pair of sensors is 
used by the processor A to calculate the differential pressure of 

the platform main boom jack. The second pair is read from processor B for the calculation of its own differential 
pressure of the same jack.
The pressure calculation and the control of passing the limit threshold are performed independently by each of the 
two processors. Moreover, both processors constantly compare the readings from the antagonist in order to check 
the coherence of the system.
When the module determines an overload condition, un-power the “extension+ lower boom" valve. In this case, the 
extension or lowering movements of the boom are blocked.
To restore the function, the platform load must be reduced below the hysteresis threshold (parameter value). The 
most common way is retracting the extension, in order to reduce the platform boom moment.

Reduced work curve

Extended work curve

OUBL AN E 
D

E GL SENSOR

CONTRO UNIT
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5.2.1 - Rear sector

The sector behind the platform is a circular sector included between the two rear outriggers.
This sector is considered always stable, independently from the status of the extension, the load limiter module 
always uses the extended work curve (the one with the higher intervention thresholds).

5.2.2 - Sector over cab 

The sector over that cab is nearly coincident with the sector that covers the lorry cab area. When all 4 extensiones 
are extended, the moment block work curve is the extended one; in the other conditions, the intervention limit is 
the reduced one.

5.2.3 - Right sector 

The right sector is the circular sector that covers the right side of the lorry. The sector starts from the end of the 
rear sector and continues until it meets the sector over the cab.
If the outriggers are extended on the right side of the lorry, the moment block works using the extended work 
curve; when even just one of the outrigger on the right side is not extended (no engagement of the micro switch or 
broken electric contact), the load limiter module uses the reduced work curve (the most conservative).

5.2.4 - Left sector

The left sector is the circular sector that covers the left side of the lorry. The sector starts from the end of the rear 
sector and continues until it meets the sector over the cab.
If the outriggers are extended on the left side of the lorry, the load limiter works using the extended work curve; 
when even only one of the outriggers on the left side is not extended (no engagement of the micro switch or 
broken electric contact), the moment block uses the reduced work curve (the most conservative).

5.2 - Column rotation sectors

Platform column rotation covers 360°. The turn angle is divided into 4 sectors: rear sector, sector over cab, right sector 
and left sector.
The amplitude and the position of these 4 sectors can be modified through some control unit work parameters.
The intervention threshold curve with which the load limiter device works within the 4 sectors changes depending on 
the state of the outriggers extension (extended or retracted).
The status of the extensions is read via a series of double micro switches. Each control unit processor (A and B) has a 
dedicated series of micro switches.

The angle of rotation of the column is an information that the control unit usually reads via CANOpen safety encoder.
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It represents anomalies sequence:

anomaly 1 followed by anomaly 12

0.5 s 2 s 2 s

6 - Programming 

A PC program interface is necessary to program the work curves and setting the other parameters.
Pc program interfaces with the control unit thanks to a serial adapter produced by FABER-COM. The serial adapter 
must be connected to the connector positioned on the side of the control unit (see image in ANNEX 1).
The PC program interface is called SepSDP. Please, look at the PC program's manual for more details.

7 - Fuse

It is recommended to protect the power supply circuits of the DUMP VALVE solenoid and CAT.3 outputs by connecting 
fuses with suitable capacity upstream from the control unit.

DISCLAIMER
Faber-Com S.r.l. reserves the right to modify operation of the CCU control unit and the content of this manual without 
forewarning to customers already owning similar control units.
The CCU control unit safety features, declared in this document, are only guaranteed when the plant is set-up 
according to the indications present in this manual. If the control unit inputs and outputs are not used as specified in this 
manual or when the micro switches necessary for installation are not like those recommended and their installation is 
not as indicated, Faber-Com S.r.l. does not guarantee the control unit safety features. In the same way, Faber-Com 
S.r.l. is not deemed liable for any damage, caused by incorrect assembly of the various components making up the 
plant.

8 - Signals

The CCU control unit uses the OUT3 output on pin 6 of the 56 pole connector, in order to activate a pre-alarm signal 
every time the load exceeds 95% of the intervention threshold, but only when the ENABLE signal coming from the 
oerator panel is ON. This signal warns the operator that the platform is near to the intervention limit and he must pay 
attention to the manoeuvres being made.
The OUT2 output is activated by the control unit when the load value reaches or exceeds the intervention limit. 
Moreover, the same output is activated in the presence of control unit operating anomalies or system errors. In this 
case, the output remains active while the error condition remains.

9 - Troubleshooting

The control unit has a particular diagnostics system that makes it able to detect and show  the presence of many errors 
or operating anomalies.
The presence of an error is signalled via the display with two segments positioned on the control unit.
During normal operation of the control unit, the segments of the display are used to represent the status of several 
inputs and outputs on the main connector (see chapter 3).
In the presence of an error, the display is instead used to signal the sequence of numerical codes associated to the 
errors detected.
When an anomaly occurs, the control unit display shows "Er" (for half a second), followed by the code associated to the 
types of anomaly that has been detected.
If several anomalies occur simultaneously: "Er" appears on the display followed by a sequence of numbers associated 
with the anomalies detected.

Example:

A complete error list is present in ANNEX 4. 
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10 - Technical specifications

Power supply

Absorbed current

Working temperature

Protection class

Output current

Control unit dimensions

Overall dimensions (with connector)

Max current on dump valve circuit
(pin 15-16)

8A - N.B. an external fuse must be installed on these circuits to protect them 
from short circuits, the fuse must be of suitable type to limit the max current. 

12 or 24 Vdc +/-20%

-20 ÷ +70 °C

180 x 190 x 39 mm

300mA + output load (7.5A fuse)

IP65

Max 2.5A for each output (total max output current 7.0A)

180 x 154 x 39 mm 

ORDERING CODES

1 - 12Vdc supply
2 - 24Vdc supply

- CCU-S control unit 
  Code:    PCCUS_ Annnn

(cable and connector not included)

CONNECTORS AND CABLES

2 2   mm mm

- Female connector 56p, no cable. Code: PCVF56

- Cable 3 x 1,5 + 32 x 0.75 L = 2 m with female connector 56p. Code: PCABCCUA0002

nnnn: customized code
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